ACCUTECH is an Information Technology (IT) services-oriented company. Its main goal and objective is the planning, the implementation and the support of IT infrastructures, meanwhile considering the safety and the continuous operation of systems, applications and data, and the contribution in a company’s business continuity.

The Company structure is based on a modern and flexible model ensuring adaptation in running developments but also in continuous requirements and needs of its associates and customers.

The enterprising ethics, the faithfulness, the reliability, and the respect for associates and customers are the essential values that characterize this Company. ACCUTECH’s vision is to become a reliable associate for IT services with essential added value to its customers by providing precise and completed solutions.

The associations with valued IT manufacturing companies determine the status and philosophy and also place the essential base for further development and growth.

The experienced, specialized and certified human resources of this Company, with expanded and continuously evolving cognitive objectives, constitute one more area of guarantee for its growth as well as the source of values and the vision of the Company.

The executives of the Company have the essential education, lengthy experience, and specialization. They demonstrate the essential professionalism and integrity which are considered basic for all the associates. The Company provides possibilities for continuous education, rewards based on skills, a pleasant working environment and the possibility for professional development.

**JOB TITLE: SYSTEMS & INFRASTRUCTURES ENGINEER**

Required experience in delivery and support of IT infrastructure environments based on MS Windows, Linux O/S and SAN (Storage Area Networks), support of Virtual Infrastructure solutions, networking and security solutions. Good knowledge of English language. Military obligations must be completed and possibility of travelling within Greece will be appreciated as well as knowledge in UNIX environments. Offered competitive salary, (depending on qualifications), exceptional work environment and continuous education in new technologies.

**SUBMIT YOUR CV:** hr@accutech.gr